Leading global manufacturing and retail companies such as Premier Nutrition, Ocean Spray, Wilbur-Ellis, Interstate Batteries, and Tata are partnering with o9 to accelerate digital transformations of their integrated planning and operations management processes with AI-powered solutions on Microsoft Azure. Whether it is driving demand, aligning demand and supply, or managing P&L, any process can be made faster and smarter with o9’s AI powered digital solutions.

Our IDM solutions are not just helping organizations forecast demand better. They are helping sense, analyze, plan and shape it to optimize sales and margin performance.

Improved forecast accuracy, revenue and margin performance

Our IBP solutions are helping organizations move from executive dashboarding to a collaborative, analytic insights driven platform for alignment of cross-functional plans, initiatives and resources to changing market needs.

Greater predictability in achieving the financial plans

Our ISM solutions are powering digital supply chain capabilities that make complex supply chains dramatically more responsive, cost effective and reliable in meeting market needs.

Improved speed, reliability and reduced supply chain costs

With this next generation collaborative planning process, we will see better alignment between marketing, sales and supply chain, leading to improved service levels while lowering our inventory and supply chain costs. It will further improve our competitive advantage in servicing our distribution partners and end customers.

- Manish Choksi, Head of Strategy and CIO at AsianPaints (#8 on Forbes 2017 World’s Most Innovative Companies)
It's the age of HoloLens and Self-driving cars
Shouldn't your enterprise systems be faster, smarter and easier to use.

Why o9

o9 is the premier AI-powered platform for driving digital transformations of integrated planning and operations capabilities.

- **Visualize State-of-the-Art**
  High user adoption combined with AI features and capabilities give you 10x the visibility, insight, and speed

- **Lowest TCO**
  Tailored, cloud-based solutions that provide 50-60% lower TCO than our competitors

- **Faster Time to Value**
  Rapid value delivery with real-time re-configurability that is 2-3x faster time to value than the competition
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